Learn With the Doc At Home Science Series
Lesson 1: Water Matter(s)

Forward for Parents and Educators:
Welcome! This is the first of a series of five lessons. The series is designed for elementary students. It is
designed to be modified by parents for their child’s ability level. Prior to beginning each lesson, students
should watch the pre-lesson video. The lesson and video are accompanied by asynchronous, educator-led
discussion. Participants are highly encouraged to participate frequently in the discussion threads which
accompany the lessons. During the series, students will become familiar with the scientific method within the
life and physical sciences. Students will identify the scientific method as a way of knowing; understanding that
science uses empirical methods that rely on logic, evidence and reasoning.
This series will address NGSS and NCSD Standards including Science and Engineering Practices, Disciplinary
Core Ideas and Cross Cutting Concepts.
INTRODUCTION:
Matter is anything that has mass and takes up space. In the next lesson, we will define atoms and molecules.
In this activity, students will use a model to observe water in three states: solid (ice), liquid and gas (observed
as steam). In a solid, molecules are packed tightly together, whereas in a gas the molecules are farther apart.
In a liquid, the molecules are close enough to ‘stick together,’ but remain fluid. The model used in this activity
will allow participants to observe evaporation, condensation and precipitation. Following the activity,
students will use the model to help explain naturally occurring phenomena.
MATERIALS:







Small sauce pan
Small frying pan
Enough water to fill the sauce pan half full
Enough ice to fill the frying pan
Towel
Hot plate or stove top

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS:





Tie back long hair.
Roll up long sleeves.
Keep a safe distance away from the heat source to prevent contact burns.
This lesson involves the use of a hot stove and children should be supervised closely.

PROCEDURE & OBSERVATION
1. Fill the sauce pan half way full with water. Bring to a full boil. Carefully observe and describe what
happens to the steam.
a. Does the steam stay in one place, or does it move? Describe the movement.

b. How far up does the steam rise before it disappears? Why does it disappear?

2. Add enough ice to fill the frying pan with an even layer of ice. Wipe the bottom of the frying pan with a
towel to remove any moisture.
3. Hold the frying pan 6 inches above the sauce pan. Use a protective glove or pot holder to prevent
steam burns.
4. Observe the bottom of the frying pan for five minutes, or until all of the ice has melted.
a. What happens on the bottom of the frying pan when the steam contacts it? What do you
notice?

b. What happens to the size of the water droplets on the bottom of the frying pan?

c. How long can water droplets cling to the bottom of the frying pan before falling?

DISCUSSION & APPLICATION

1. Work together to find the definition for: evaporation, condensation, precipitation.
a. What happens to water when it is dropped onto a hot sidewalk in the summer?

b. Look at your bathroom mirror after you take a hot shower. Can you describe what happened? Use
the words evaporation and condensation in your answer.

c. Think about water outside. When water evaporates, it moves into the atmosphere. Eventually, it
forms clouds through the process of condensation. Use the model you just observed to explain the
natural phenomenon known as rain. Can you use the same model to help explain how morning
dew forms?

Science and Engineering Practice
 Observation
 Planning and carrying out
investigations
 Developing and using models

NCSD Grade Level Standards
2.1.4- States of Matter
6.1.9- Water Cycle

Cross-Cutting Concepts
1. Patterns
4. Systems and System Models
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